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K-1 Processing is a time consuming, costly part of the tax preparation process for tax and accounting organizations
as well as financial services institutions. The task of compiling, comparing and manually entering data from clients
requires valuable time and often results in errors and oversights. For existing tax form processing software, the
varied structures of different federal K-1 supplemental pages and individual state K-1 forms make dependable
data extraction an extreme challenge.

Federal K-1 Data Correlation: Face Page & Supplemental
SoftWorks AI has created a unique K-1 processing solution to help firms overcome challenges associated with
data extraction from the face page of a K-1 as well as supplemental pages. Trapeze for K-1 Processing accelerates
K-1 workflows by reducing manual data entry, allowing employees to focus efforts on higher value-added tasks.
In addition, SoftWorks AI’s K-1 processing solution auto-validates face page information against supplemental
pages to ensure that the highest accuracy rates are achieved with minimal manual intervention.

Sample Federal K-1 Face Page being correlated with supplemental page data
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State Data Correlation: State Source Table And State K-1
Trapeze for K-1 Processing reliably and rapidly extracts detailed, line-item data from both federal and state K-1
forms. This allows Trapeze to automatically validate state source table data from a federal K-1 against
information contained within corresponding state K-1 forms.

State Source Table

Federal K-1 data is
automatically matched
against corresponding State
K-1 information to ensure
accurate reporting.
Example State K-1

Trapeze for K-1 Processing Features:

• A unique K-1 solution unlike any other accounting software available
• Ability to recognize and auto-validate federal K-1 data across the face page and supplemental pages
• Auto-validation of state data between federal and state K-1 forms
• Additional value to the division responsible for asset management, fund of funds, hedge funds, and SALT
• Production-ready automation system with deployments in several of the top 10 tax and accounting firms

A quick and quantifiable ROI can be achieved by:
• Reducing time spent on manual data entry by highly paid analysts
• Maximizing accuracy through auto-validation of data
• Reducing processing time of a single K-1 from as much as 3 hours to just 15 minutes
• Obtaining new clients by leveraging this unique software
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